
 
 

 

 

                                               

 
John White laying fox baits up on Mount Kosciuszko. 

SOLO FOX BAITING ON SKIS 
One person on skis… with a shovel, bait, and 11 years experience. This is how foxes are 
controlled during winter in Kosciuszko National Park, and the fact that this minimalist fox-
baiting program has been running for 26 years also hints that it’s doing what it’s designed to –  
helping keep the feral fox numbers under control. It’s all about cutting vulnerable native 
species some slack. It’s support they definitely need given they’re also being stressed by 
factors like climate change and fire. So what does the winter fox-baiting program look like up 
close? We asked John White, the person wearing the skis… 
To enjoy working solo in snow up on the Main Range of the Australian Alps it helps to feel a 
connection to the landscape. John’s obvious love and respect for the mountains and snow 
kicked off in 1976 when he first put on a pair of skis during a university ski trip. And despite 
living and teaching in remote northern Australia for the next 30 years, he’d often travel to ski 
both here and overseas. “Australia is distinctive, the way the snow and ice forms on the gums. 
It’s unique and it’s quiet.” Ultimately John returned to live in the Alps, taking up a Discovery 
Ranger position with the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service in 2008, which in his case 
also involves taking on the 40 days of fox baiting over winter. 

A typical fox-baiting day begins with a good look at the weather through experienced eyes – 
deciding first if it’s safe to go out, and second, which runs will be more sheltered. John also 



 
 

factors in how long it’s been since he last checked his baits, then decides which of the eight or 
so runs he’ll cover, writing this up on the whiteboard at the National Parks’ Jindabyne office for 
safety’s sake. He then heads off around 7:30am to drive to the closest starting point, puts on 
his backcountry skis, and carrying what he needs to be equipped to do the job safely, he 
heads off over the snow. “I cover between 15 and 22 kilometres each day, checking up to 20 
bait positions.”  

 
Keeping the fox baits fresh and appealing often means working in challenging weather. 

Of the eight runs, three start near the Perisher ski resort, while others skirt round or run past 
habitat of species that are known to be vulnerable to foxes – the boulder fields of the mountain 
pygmy-possums (Burramys parvus) and populations of broad-toothed rats (Mastacomys 
fuscus). The position of these runs is deliberate as Dr Cat Campbell, Threatened Species 
Officer (NSW NPWWS) explains. “The mountain pygmy-possums are relatively safe in the 
boulder fields deep under the snow, but the broad-toothed rats are easier pickings for 
predators as the rats nest communally just under the snow. An early melting makes them 
especially vulnerable and evidence being gathered suggests they are preyed upon more 
heavily through winter.” As for focussing in on the ski resorts, “In winter there appears to be 
more action from foxes around these areas where there is potentially more food at a time when 
there is less available in the broader landscape.” The baiting deliberately takes advantage of 
this, making it potentially more effective than the baiting programs that are run at other times of 
the year. (John also hikes out in autumn to lay baits for foxes.) 

Deciding where to place the winter baits is based on experience, but also an acceptance that 
you’ll never think like a fox. “There’s no point trying to work out where a fox is or might be in 
future. You can’t do it. I do what I can and accept that if you’ve kept an eye out for tracks in the 
snow and used common sense, the foxes will come through eventually.”  

John doesn’t like killing foxes but he’s seen what they do to the animals that have been living 
in the Alps long before the foxes arrived. “I once spotted a mother wombat wandering up and 
down looking for its pouch-young, then looked up and spotted a fox with the hairless baby in its 
mouth. “By keeping the fox numbers down, I know that I am helping to make it safer for our 
native fauna.” 

“People see me on a really good day and tell me what a good job I have. I do enjoy having no 
office and being outside doing something to make a difference. But it is physically demanding, 
and there are days with 80km winds, where it’s not sleet but gravel being driven into your face, 
or ice like plate glass on the ground. That’s when you call it, head home and make plans to go 
out again when the weather’s better.”  



 
 

 
Vulnerable to fox predation, broad-toothed rats (above) probably have the most to gain from fox control in 
winter: mountain pygmy-possums (below) benefit too, along with many other native species.  

 



 
 

 
A rare ski-free moment –  here crossing the Snowy River Swing Bridge. 

BACKGROUND FACTS  

 
Tracks in the snow offer up information to people like John White who are controlling pest species in winter.  

• The winter fox-baiting program in Kosciuszko National Park was begun in 1996 by Dr 
Ken Green, Associate Professor with the Australian National University, whose work in 
the Australian Alps spans decades.  

• Ken spotted winter as being a potentially effective time to be baiting given the radio 
tracking PhD research by Tania Bubela: the theory is that there would be a high uptake of 
bait when alternative food sources were scarce, and that it would be easier to spot and 
‘read’ tracks in a landscape covered in snow to better position baits. 

• While there may be one solo person out on the snow laying the baits, there are various 
people in the office and depot supporting John as part of the fox-baiting program: 
prepping baits; handling his administration: listening for his three hourly radio checks 
when he’s out in the field. 

• Using skidoos to get around to lay baits was looked into, but the advantages of being on 
skis soon emerged: it's easier to spot tracks in the snow from skis; skidoos can’t travel 
over soft snow lying lightly over bush; and skis are quieter and generate no exhaust 
fumes. 



 
 

 

HOW TO BAIT IN SNOW 

 

• John is supplied with prepared baits – raw beef and venison injected with 1080 – which he 
keeps locked in a box on his vehicle, or in a bag at his waist. 

• At the beginning of the season he decides where to position the baits along a run, then 
digs a hole, lays a bait into it using tongs to minimise his scent on the bait, and backfills 
with loose snow. 

• He then marks the position physically with a pink ribbon, takes a GPS reading and logs the 
information along with a physical description into his ‘black book’. 

• A week later he’ll aim to come past each bait position, noting those that have been taken. 
He replaces baits that have been eaten, those that have fallen through the snow, or those 
that are waterlogged and less effective. 

• Each time he refreshes a bait he makes a decision on depth: the standard depth in soft 
snow is a foot; if a heavy snow fall is forecast he’ll dig a shallower hole; and if rain or 
warmer weather is likely he’ll go deeper. The idea is to have it sitting at an ideal depth for 
the fox. 

• And if a cold snap arrives after a bait run, he’ll head out the next day and break up the ice 
over the bait positions to make sure the foxes can still dig through.  

 
  
TELL US YOUR STORY: We are always looking for stories to include in this newsletter. 
What’s happening in your part of the Alps? If you’ve built a new bridge, cleared a track, 
managed pests, done vegetation restoration works or worked on threatened species recovery, 
why not send Rob Gibbs a photo and a quick line and he’ll take care of the rest. Maybe you 
just went for a particularly fabulous walk and would like to share your experience. We’re 
always happy to hear from agency staff members, volunteers and members of the general 
community. 

 

SUBSCRIBE: WWW.THEAUSTRALIANALPSNATIONALPARKS.ORG                                                 
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Parks Facebook page:  https://www.facebook.com/australianalpsnationalparks/.  And many thanks to those 
people who’ve been interviewed, and to the photographers for their images. Without this support, News from the 
Alps wouldn’t be possible. 
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